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and act-mechanism 151–2, 162–5, 184

and ‘feel’ 137–8

as act-condition 151–2, 162–5, 179

tests for 119

act-desire 35–7

and non-act-desire 37

and naturalistic theory of man 8
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as origin of action 56–8

determinacy in 271–2

act-mechanism 62, 69–73, 106, 141, 145–54,
162–3, 181–3

and conditionals 153–4, 156

and power 164–5

as validating event as willed 153–4

reconciling with action 143–60 passim
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and essences 58–60

action
and causation 35–7

and control 38

and energy 45–6

and epistemology generally 29–34

and error 150–2

and ‘internal prompting’ 135, 139, 141

and life 19–22

and mechanism, see act–mechanism
as directed event 107–10

as mediator 11–14

as never happening to one 38

as processive 65

as psychological 109–10, 123, 161

as willing change in oneself 184

experience of 155–6

functional primacy of 19–23, 28
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immediate awareness of 56–7

in mind 29–32

intention and test for 120

intrinsic senselessness of physical 42

necessary psychological origin of 56–8

need for theory of 4

ontological duplicity of physical 43, 157–8

ontological ambiguity of 117–18

origins of 56–8

over-emphasis on intentional 41–2

pre-scientific singling out of 112–16

present-day import of 3, 11
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as de re essential trait 54–5, 58–60

‘adherence’ of sensation to seeming body 240–1

affect 39

after-image
physical location of 211–13

projective location of 212–13

animal
essence of 28

life and death of 5–7

animality of man 268–9

Anscombe, G. E. M. 1

anxiety 10, 71

and ‘nerving oneself to act’ 70–1

artefacts and intentions 40–2

atomism 16

attention and body 182–4, 248, 250–2, 254–5

‘attunement’ of animal to others 25–8

awareness
of body for will 172–4

of visual sensation for visual experience 173–4

Beethoven, L. van 10

behaviourism
and denial of will 46
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behaviourism (cont.)
and physical act mediators 12–14

as progressive 16

significance of 25–6

belief
and mental act types 65–6

discontinuity of supposed willings of 60,
65

essential inactiveness of 61, 76

irrationality of supposed willed examples 61–4

manipulating in self 63–4

unwillability of 60–7, 74, 76

Berkeley, G. 251

blind, visual sensations in 176, 216–17

blinking 119

body
and body ego 264

as ground of tactile perception 174–7

as unique target for will 74, 76, 84–5, 89, 99,
107–9, 124, 171–3, 181–4

experiencing in toto 246, 255–6

‘the given’ regarding one’s own 188,
198–202

internalised (‘seeming’) 239–42

space of 174–7

uniqueness of for owner 174

body ego 264

orality and 265–6

rationale of 270

body-image 241–98 passim
and body-ego 264

and location of sensation 211, 269–71

and projection 211

completion of vs enlargement of 268

constraints on concept of 262–3

imaginative sense of ‘body image’ 290–1

in ‘body sense’ vs world-image in seeing
239–42

introducing concept of 262–4

long-term as a posteriori postulate 293–5

and Causal Theory of Perception 290

and falsity of sensation representationalism
regarding body 286–7, 292

and regularity amongst short–term images
284

and self-consciousness 297–8

as constituted of primacy qualities 273

as constraining active projects 278–9

as generator, with postural sensations, of
short-term 274–80

as meeting need for physical determinacy
in own eyes 272–80 passim

distinct from imaginative body-image
290–1

enriching concept of 287–90

hypothesis of 283–5

innate knowledge of content of 288–90

ontological status of 290–1

origin of concept 286–7

peculiarities in concept 283–6

primitiveness of 290–1

stability in 277–9

veridicality of 272

and maps 266–8

and projection 269–71

as psychological primitive 243

myth-laden concept of 246–7

need for concept of 246–8, 265–73

short-term, and aesthesia 271–3

as dependent on long–term 275–80

as mutating and vanishing 273–4

and regularity 274–8

‘body sense’
and attention 182–4, 246, 250–5

as ground of tactile perception 174–7

information gained by 250–5

and sense-perception 247–55

Bradley F. H. 9, 17

brain
as site of essentials of life and death 6–7

life of, and life of body / of man / of mind
6–7

breathing 119

Bruckner, A. 9

Byron, Lord. 10, 11, 34

causation 47

and action 35–7, 56–7

and experience of bodily sensation 236–7

and projective location of bodily sensation
229–34

and projective location of visual sensation
225–9

and validating events as willed 142, 149–54,
164–5

Chaplin, C. 108, 121

character
alienating concept of 14–15

and body-image 277

and freedom 14–15

and noumenal self 14

dissolution of 14

indeterminacy of 15

physical act mediators of 12–15

Charcot, J.-M. 10

Claude, Lorrain 32

cogito
and experiencing one’s body 184–5

as caused by self-consciousness 184–5

as ‘explicable transparent immediate’ knowing
134

as grounded on nothing 184
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Coleridge, S. 34

conditionals and ‘power’ 170

consciousness
and will 29–34

function of 20–4

importance of in 17th/18th century 3

necessarily non-psychological origin of 31

contextual constraints
on use of natural-kind terms 80–2, 89–92

on use of physical act expressions 89–92

criteria
concept of 163–6

of natural-kind terms 92

‘cross patchwork’ of sense-surfaces 221,
225–7

Davidson, D. 1

death
impossibility of psychological explanation

of 7

of mind; as essence of death of animal 6–7

death instinct 10

and enlarging concept of will 9–11

Descartes, R. 47, 192, 195, 199, 261, 269

desire 56–7, 72–3

and action, see act-desire
and epistemology 31–2

importance of in naturalistic conception of
man 7–9

non-act variety 37

disease 71, 81

and works of the mind 11

mental 11

disembodied existence and vitalist dualism 6–7

dreaming
absence of bodily will in 173–4

and consciousness 30

as imaginative experience 2–3

as inactive 29–30

as puzzling source of linguistic misuse 84

as thinking in the non-wakeful 28–30

dual aspectism 42–4, 297–8

dual aspects of self 297–8

dualism 43

and will 47

vitalist 6–7

ego
and action 37–8

and body-image 264–8, 271–2, 277–80

and will 38–9

and will-power 38

Einstein, A. 84

emotion 59

environment and life of mind 23–4

epiphenomenalism 43

epistemology
and action 29–35

and human nature 31–2

and instinct 31

of mind-to-body 1, 172–5

error, act- 150–2

estrangement
‘from above’ 17

‘from below’ 17

evidentialism, radical regarding own body
188–200 passim

experience of acting 155–6

explicability of willed events 141–4

‘explicable transparent immediate’ knowing 134

extending extension of natural-kind and act
expressions 82–4, 89–97

exteriorist theories of bodily action 157–8

extra-bodily items and scope of will 74–7,
89–90, 94–7, 104, 121, 167–8

‘feed-back’ regarding present action 186

‘feel’
and act-capacity 137–8

and action 180–1, 264

and body-image 263–5, 296–7

and ‘immediate presence’ of body 185–7,
263–5

feeling, bodily (sensation)
as constraint, with long-term body-image,

upon intentional projects 278–9

designation of 191

movement and position of 196–202

in point of application of bodily will 137–8

over-interpretation of 194–5

‘skin’ of 199–200

‘feeling’, sense of 189–93

freedom and self-knowledge 88

Freud, S. 7, 10, 21, 22, 23, 26, 29, 32, 49, 84, 265

function of mind and consciousness 19–24

functional primacy of intentional bodily action
19–24

genius 83–4

‘given’, the 16–19, 188

as encompassing world 24–9

in relation to own body 187–202 passim, 235–7

priorities and 200–2

God 3, 47, 268, 269

hallucinations (visual) as non-visual experiences
210–11

Hampshire, S. 1, 43

health 10–11

hearing
and auditory sensation 204–5

and orientation 176–7
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Hegel, G. W. F. 26

Heidegger, M. 18, 269

Heisenberg, W. 84

Hemingway, E. 15, 22

Heracleitus 12

Housman, A. E. 11

human nature
as natural forceful 11

polarisation of 10

theory of 8–10

Hume, D. 12, 14, 18, 47

Huysmans, J. K. 9

‘hypostatised interiority’, myth of 246–7

hysterical phenomena 57

identification and action 35–6

illusion, argument from regarding will 46–7

illusions
regarding own acts 150–2, 157

regarding own body 181–7, 262

regarding sense perception 150, 204–5

regarding visual space 225–9

imagination as aid to extending use of words
82–3

immediate object of bodily will 172–3, 181–5,
203–4, 235–7, 252, 256–60, 264, passim,
297

‘immediate presence’ of body 181–7, 247–51

passim, 264–5

impulse, raw 264–6

inactiveness as de re essential trait of some
mental phenomena 54–5, 58–60

individuation and action 38

instrumental action 85, 98, 103–16, 119–20

passim
and ‘nerving’ onself to act 70–1

and willing belief 61–7

contrasted with ‘immediate will’ 97–8

‘radical volitionist’ discrediting of 105–15,
118–20

intention
and artefacts 40–1

as act-cause 45

as meaning-giver 41

efficacy of as act-test 120

intentional physical action
and knowledge of future 127–35 passim, 167

and mechanism 134–5, 141, 167

assembling concept of 97, 115–25 passim, 167

body-image and 264

‘feel’ and 137–9, 141, 167–8, 189–1, 264, 279–
80

functional pre-eminence of 19–23, 40–2

over-emphasis on 41–2

intentionality 188

interiorist theories of bodily action 154–7, 191–4

most extreme 261

internal organs and will 167, 181–4

‘internal prompting’ and action 135–6, 141

‘intuitive’ knowing 131–4

Kafka, F. 71n
Kant, I. 14

kinaesthetic and postural sensations 189, 192–3,
197–9

as cause of body experience 201

as co–given with body and space 192–3, 200–2

concept of under strain 194–7

as constraining active projects 278–9

non–representational role of 251–5, 286–7, 292

sense in which in space 194–9

knowledge
a-conceptual practical 257–9, 263–5

and cogito 134, 184–5

and will generally 19–21

explanation of 128–35 passim
‘explicable transparent immediate’ 135

function of 20

‘intuitive’ 131–4

kind appertaining to intended future 127–35

‘occult’ 133–4

varieties of 134

Kripke, S. 81, 124, 163

laughter
and non-act-desire 37

and reason 37

as inactive non-intentional 37

life
and concept of human nature 4–5, 8–10

and ‘health’ and ‘sickness’ of mind and its
works 10–11

criteria of 92

definition of 5

dualism of 6–7

‘given’ and 18–19, 28

import of 24–5, 28

of animal 4–7

of body 4–7

of brain 4–7

of man 6

of mind 4–7

of vegetable 6

limits of will
and romanticism 48

and sceptical-realism 48–9

bodily 84–7, 89–93, 264

by body-image 264

by ‘feel’ and mechanism 141–4, 184–5,
296–7
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logical, on will’s extension 55, 60–73 passim,
159–60

on will’s objects 55, 60–73 passim, 159–60

‘metaphysical’ 76–7

location, variegation of senses of 212

location of bodily sensation 199–203 passim
actual physical location 213–14

projective location 217–20

and body-image 242–3, 270–1

and causal considerations 224–34

and error 221, 229–34

and experience (’seeming’) 221, 224–5,
239–43

and location of sound 219–20

and sense fields 221–2, 229–43

body as unique site 218

criteria of 237–9

difficulty of question 219–20

explanation of 234

fixing concept of 220, 224

provisional criteria of 223–4

spurious criteria of 220–3

Locke, J. 92

long-term body-image, see body-image

magic 123–4

as primitive model for will 48

Mahler, G. 11

Malraux, A. 71n
man

as deity 8–9

as natural force 11

as ‘sick’ and ‘healthy’ 11

as world-oriented 23–4, 28–9

‘attunement’ and ‘sociality’ and ‘togetherness’
of 25–8

de-naturalisation of 9–10

life and 6–7, 11

shift in metaphysical conception of 7–11

map
body-image likened to 265–8

practical of environment 34

‘markers’
of natural-kinds 78–84

of physical action 86–90

materialism 1, 43–4

Matisse, H. 9

meaning 12

and use 15–16

intention and extra-mental 40–1

of a life 15

meaning-givers 11–12

estrangement: ‘from above’ and ‘from below’
17

means-ends and action 135–6

mechanism and action, see act-mechanism
mediators of meaning

sceptical ‘small’ metaphysics of 17–18

significance of shift in 28

turning away towards 11–12

mental 13

‘private property’ and 13

mental actions
and thinking 29–31

as de re essentially active 54, 58–60

limited variety of 65–6

ontologically unlike physical 117–18

mental illness 11

and mind’s death 6–7

mental image 210–11

unprojectibility of 245

mental schism
and willing of belief 64

Merleau-Ponty, M. 174, 235

‘metaphysical double vision’ 72

‘metaphysical fact’ 142–3

‘metaphysical limit’ to bodily will 76–7

‘metaphysical’, pejorative use of 74–6

‘metaphysical use’
of ‘I can do �’ 103–9, 121–3, 141–4

attempting to explain 99–109 passim
mind

as core of vital system 25

as force in nature 8–11

as ‘private property 13

death of 6–7

function of in man 19–21

life of 6–8, 20, 24

nature of 5–6

proximity to body in physical action 40

unity of 3

vital function of 19–23

mind-to-body epistemology 1–2, 172–4

and ‘body sense’ 249–58

and sense perception 173–8, 257–9

experiencing the body 183–4

‘feel’ and 181–4, 187–202 passim, 246–9

‘the given’ regarding own body 187–203

passim, 235–7

‘immediate presence’ of body parts 184–7,
246–9 passim

mind-to-body problem 1–2

constituent elements of 2

theories regarding bodily will 39–40, 43

minima visibilia 251

miracle, willed events as 142–4

‘missing link’ example of extending will 167–8

misuse of words
and contextual constraints 80–2, 84

and verbal recommendations 106–21, 168
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misuse of words (cont.)
concerning dreams 84

concerning will 84

of natural-kind terms 80–4 passim, 89–91

Mozart, W. A. 38

musculature and act-mechanism 145–8

Nagel, T. 43

Napoleon 38

natural history of action theory 43–5

natural-kind words
act-expressions and 77–9, 86–95, 111–13,

161–4

contextual constraints on use of 80–2, 84

development in usage of 189–90

extending extension of 82–4, 89–93

injudicious use of 80–1

learning use of 78–9

‘markers’ and 78–84

misunderstanding 80–4

misusing 80–4 passim 90–2

‘nerving oneself to act’ 70–1

and anxiety 70–1

and instrumental action 70–1

Nietzsche, F. 11, 23, 160n
noumenal self and character 14

objects of bodily will 171–4, 180–7, 235,
296–7

extra-bodily 74–7, 84–6, 89–91, 97, 104,
124–5, 171–4, 180–7, 235, 296–7

‘ontological descent’, from mind to body 2

ontological indeterminacy of action 117–18

ontological ‘two-facedness’ of physical action
157–8

orality and body-ego 263–6

organs, bodily
function of 21

internal and will 167, 181–4

orientation in perception 176–7

body and 176–7

hearing and 176

other minds 18–19

and solipsism 25–9

and solitude 26–7

as second to life 19, 24–9

as second to world 24–9

pain
contingent unwillability of 76

de re essential inactiveness of 55–60

Parmenides 12

perceptual-mechanism 62

‘phantom limb’ 221–3, 247, 259–61

and failure of sensation to project 218

philosophical elucidation of concepts vs a
posteriori discovery of essence 91–3,
124–5, 161–3

physical actions
acquiring concept of 86–94

as akin to sensations 42

as ontological ‘go-between’ 41

assembling concept of intentional 112–17

passim, 161–3

body-image and 264–5, 271–3, 278–80

cognitive properties of intentional 125–35, 167

‘feel’ and 180–1, 264, 278–9

functional pre-eminence of 39–42

intentional, see intentional physical action
intrinsic senselessness of 42

‘markers’ of 86–90

Picasso, P. 9, 268–9

plant, life and death of 6

‘plenitude’ of bodily sensation and body-image
240–1

point of application of bodily will 171–4, 180

power to act, see act-capacity
practical knowledge of limb posture 257–9

‘practical photograph’ of limb 257–9

‘private objects’ and radical evidentialism
regarding own body 190–1

processive character of action 65

progress in philosophy 16

projection
concept introduced 215–16

experiencing 270–1

impossibility of projecting thoughts and
images 245n

of sensations : bodily onto body-image and
body 214–19, 223–4, 233–8, 243, 269–70

visual onto visibles 215–18

prosthetic limbs 168

Proust, M. 11

‘psychological essentialism’ 57–60

psychological phenomena
as uniquely essentially vital 4–6

will-value as essential 54, 58–60

psychological space and visual sensations 215–18

Puccini, G. 10

Putnam, H. 78, 81, 113, 124, 159, 163

reason, in mind 61

Rembrandt 176

Renoir, A. 22

representationalism, inexistence of sensation
representationalism regarding one’s own
body 286–7, 292

romanticism
and ego 38

and idealisation of will 8–10
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and magical libertarian theory of will 48

decline of 8–10

Rothko, M. 176

Ryle, G. 160

Sartre, J.-P. 14–16, 30

Schopenhauer, A. 1, 10, 23, 29, 43, 83, 162

science and extending use of words 82–4, 91–4

self
and cogito 184–5

dual aspects of 297–8

focal point of 268

no immediate experience of 184–5

noumenal and character 14

self-consciousness
and body-awareness 184–5

and cogito 184–5

and long-term body-image 297–8

‘attunement’, ‘togetherness’, ‘sociality’ as
conditions of 26–8

conceptual linguistic conditions of 113

sensations 55–60

as ‘bare particulars’ 190–2

as cause of body-awareness 235–6, 251–3, 262,
279–80

as co-‘given’ with body 200–3

body-image as framework for individuation of
286

general characteristics of 206–7

hysterical inexistent 57

inexistence of sensation representation of
body 286–7, 292

kinaesthetic and postural, see kinaesthetic and
postural sensations

location of, see location of bodily sensations
projection of 214–18, 223, 233–4, 242–3,

269–71

psycho-somatic 57–8

senselessness of 42

space of 193–5

visual 2, 205–7

sense-datum
and bodily action 107n, 108n

sense fields
and ‘plenitude’ of sensation 239–40

sense-impressions 206–7, 262–3

sense perception 175–7, 187–8

and attention 247–54

and concepts 186

compared with ‘body sense’ 247–50

general characteristics of 248–50

regularities and 253–5

theory proposed 204–7

sense-space, visual psychological 207–9,
214–16

senselessness, intrinsic of physical actions and
sensations 42

Shakespeare, W. 63n
short-term body-image, see body-image
sickness, of mind, of theory, etc. 11

simplest possible animal 19–21

skin surface
as recipient of projections of

surface-sensations 234

as of side-recipient of side-sensations 234

epistemological pre-eminence of 234

‘small metaphysics’, scepticism and 17–19

‘sociality’ and self-consciousness 26–8

solipsism 108

and life’s causal processes 23–6, 27–8

and other minds 24–7

and ‘small metaphysics’ 18

and withdrawal to mediators 18

solitude, limiting extreme of 26–7

sound-location vs sensation-location 219–20

space
‘body sense’ perception of body 257–9

of sensations 192–8, 286

visual sense 205–9

speech-pragmatics and act-mechanisms 145–7

Spinoza, B. 43

spirit, will as in motion 35–7

spiritualisation of bodily action 98

standpoint to own body 264

Strindberg, A. 11

‘super science’
and a priori concepts 112–14

philosophy as 112–14

surprise, absence of in intentional action 127,
130, 149, 153–4, 186

tactile perception
and physical action 32–3

and world-map 32–4

as based on non-sense-perception of body
174–7

import of 174

representational theory of 2, 175–8

sense in which primary amongst senses 32–3

tactile sense-field, inexistence of 236–7

thinking
and action 117

and consciousness 29–30

and dreaming 29–30

as active 29–30

Thomas, Dylan 169

thought, the, as giving objects 186–7

unprojectibility of 245n
‘togetherness’ and groups 26–8

touch, see tactile perception
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transcendental ego 185

trying
activeness of 54

simplicity of 103–4

to move extra-bodily objects 103–4

to try 72–3

unwillability of 72–3

varieties of 99

unconscious, the 22–3

‘unreflective physicalist realism’, theory of bodily
action 179–80

use of words
and act-capacity 103–4

and contextual constraints 80–4, 90–3

and meaning 15–16

and misuse 84

and ‘verbal recommendations’ 105–22

passim
facts underlying 114–17

‘verbal recommendations’
and actions 105–22 passim, 168

and deleting instrumentalist usages 105,
107–12, 119–22

and ‘radical volitionism’ 105

and scientific development 111–21 passim
as expressing metaphysics 105, 111–14

verificationism
cautionary note on regarding mind 25–6

and functional priorities in mind 23–5

and mediators of meaning 12

Vermeer, J. 32

visual depth
and role of mind in perception 2, 207–10

and two-dimensionality of sense field 2,
207–10

visual experience 173–4, 210–11

and action 31–3

and hallucinations 2–3, 210–11

and human nature 32–3

visual field
and seemings 224–9

and sense-fields generally 216–17

orientation of 176–7

two-dimensionality of 207–9

visual hallucinations 2–3, 210–11

visual mental images 211

unprojectibility of 245n
visual perception

and regularities 249–51, 253–4

by electrons 176

elements of 206–7

of depth, see visual depth
orientation and 176–7

role of sensation in 205–9

rudimentary form of 176

theory of 2, 204–10

visual sensation
causal considerations and 225–6

in blind 176–7, 215–16

physical location of 213–14

physical origin of 57

projective location of 214–16, 237

reality of 204–6

role in visual perception 206–9

two-dimensionaliy of 205–10, 216–19

visual space 225–9

vital function of animal mind 25–6

vital instinct 19

Vlaminck, M. de 9

volitionism
as insightful 109–11

and mind-body schism 44–5

most extreme theory of 261

radical 92, 98–9, 104–11, 120–4, 159–61, 176

varieties of 95–6

and verbal recommendations 105, 109–12

Wagner, R. 9

will
a priori limits on extension of 55–60, 76

broadening concept of 45

conflict within and estrangement 10

and consciousness 29–30

as directed 109–10, 172–3

disillusionment over 9–11

and dualism 47

and epistemology 29–34, 172–4

and experience of body 171–4

and individuation 38

and knowledge-use 19–22

and limitation 48–9

and magic 47

and romanticism 7–9, 47–8

as expressive of act-desire 34–8

as necessarily depending on seeming-target
171–2

as never happening to one 38

as psychic force 8

extreme interiorist theory of 261

general characterisation of 34–7

limits of, see limits of the will
natural primitive theory of 47

objects of, see objects of bodily will
point of application of bodily 171–4, 180

reality of 45–7

strength of 38–9

will-power 38–9

‘will-value’ 55, 62
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